This guide provides insight about New York University students across the Global Network University (GNU) to give organizations the necessary insight in meeting their recruiting goals. NYU students’ local and global perspective, along with their ability to balance challenging academics with career-related internships in a fast-paced urban environment make them students amongst the best across the globe. Their diversity affords employers the opportunity to interview qualified, experienced, and well-prepared candidates for challenging careers.

Regardless of the job market conditions, the Wasserman Center serves as a vital resource to both students and employers. Our employer initiatives and partnerships are designed to develop the most effective, results-driven recruiting strategies possible.

We appreciate your constant support of NYU students, and look forward to continuing to work with you in the future.

**Trudy Steinfeld**  
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT, NYU STUDENT AFFAIRS  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WASSERMAN CENTER FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
NYU’s student body is exceptionally diverse, hailing from all 50 states and over 130 countries worldwide. NYU students study, live, and work in many of the most dynamic cities in the world. This environment allows students to develop specialized skills and enriches their education. Their global experiences also prepare them to become global leaders and innovators in their chosen fields.

NYU has a growing number of alumni who have distinguished themselves in business, communications, arts, science, politics, medicine, law, education, public administration, social service and technology.
An undergraduate education at NYU combines a solid liberal arts foundation with a specialized curriculum for each major. Furthermore, Master’s and Doctoral students (non-MBA’s) are honing their competencies in areas such as project management, critical and quantitative analysis, research, communications and technology. In addition, NYU has a large student activities program with over 300 clubs and organizations on campus, representing a student body with a variety of interests.
NYU AT-A-GLANCE

NYU facts

Undergraduate and graduate students.

50,027

Male 45%  Female 55%

130
Countries represented in the student body.

94.8%
of students held a part-time job or internship during their junior year.

20%
of students are the first in their families to attend college/university.

Race/ethnicity

White 33.9%
Asian 19.7%
International 16.6%
Hispanic/Latino 12.2%
Black or African American 5.3%
Other/Not indicated 8.0%
Multiracial 3.8%
American Indian or Alaska Native 0.2%

Top 5 bachelor degrees conferred

Visual and Performing Arts 19.5%
Social Sciences 15.5%
Business/Management/Marketing 13.9%
Liberal Arts/General Studies 9.3%
Health professions and related fields 8.4%

Most admitted full-time students score:

Math
SAT: 630-750

Crit. Reading
SAT: 620-720

Writing
SAT: 630-730

Composite
ACT: 29-32

1,000 students
Life at NYU

- **25** different degree programs
- **2,700** courses offered
- **230** areas of study available to undergraduates
- **10 to 1** student to faculty ratio at the NYC campus
- **14** international cities with fully-staffed academic centers

Life after NYU: Postgraduate

- **13.4%** of 2016 graduating class enrolled in graduate school
- **57.2%** of those not already enrolled expressed their intentions of doing so in the future

**Percentage of Students in graduate school (by area of study):**

- Law: 13.9%
- Medicine/Pre-Med: 10.6%
- Business (Economics, Accounting, MBA, Finance): 9.9%
- Education: 8.2%
- Engineering: 5.2%
- Health/Public Health: 5.2%
- Fine Arts: 5.2%
- Science: 5.0%
- Psychology: 4.0%
- Public and International Affairs/Politics: 3.8%
- Computer Science: 3.8%
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Life after **NYU: Undergraduate**

Earnings

Overall mean salary for 2016 graduates  
**$61,487**

Mean bonus  
**$7,893**

NYU graduates by major make more money than their respective counterparts.

Where most graduates are working

Some of the most popular fields in which 2016 graduates reported working:

- Financial Services/Banking: 12.6%
- Entertainment/Media: 12.1%
- Education/Teaching: 9.3%
- Computer Science/Technology: 6.4%
- Nursing: 6.1%
- Hospitality/Tourism/Sports/Recreation: 5.6%
- Fashion/Retail/Consumer Products: 5.2%
- Arts (Theater, Performing Arts): 4.6%
- Health Care (Excluding Nursing): 4.5%
- Non-Profit/Social Services: 4.0%

Top 10 Salaries by industry

- Nursing: $85,995
- Financial Services: $77,350
- Computer Science/Technology: $73,482
- Consulting: $68,673
- Accounting: $68,236
- Engineering: $65,889
- Materials/Construction: $62,583
- Fashion/Retail/Consumer Products: $54,989
- Marketing: $53,756
- Real Estate: $53,342

96% were working or enrolled in graduate school within 6 months of graduation

52% received 2 or more job offers

86% are employed in the Tri-State area

We encourage you to review our annual placement survey. The survey provides comprehensive statistics regarding hiring trends, our student population, and the role our office plays in addressing students’ career concerns.

- Annual Placement Survey and Statistics
The New York University (NYU) Wasserman Center for Career Development is a comprehensive career center that offers students and alumni award-winning services that are essential for competing in today’s job market. The Wasserman Center maintains information on the latest resources, techniques and strategies designed to address a wide variety of career management issues.

Our mission is to empower NYU students and alumni to succeed at every stage of their professional development. We create an innovative and supportive environment in which our students develop essential skills for a lifetime of rewarding careers. We are committed to providing the highest quality, personalized career development programs and services that prepare NYU students and alumni to compete successfully in a global economy. In addition, our goal is to provide employers with responsive services to meet individual recruiting needs, and to make the task of identifying and interviewing qualified candidates simple.

In addition to the main office of the Wasserman Center for Career Development, we have two satellite offices that serve school-specific populations.

**The Wasserman Center at the School of Professional Studies:** NYU SPS builds professionals pursuing degrees in global industries ranging from real estate, global affairs, hospitality, public relations/corporate communication, integrated marketing, liberal arts, and much more. This office delivers individualized services and resources to students, alumni, faculty, and employers who focus on internship and professional opportunities in these industries.

**The Wasserman Center in Brooklyn:** To support the academic mission and goals of Tandon School of Engineering, the Wasserman Center Brooklyn Office delivers individualized services and resources to students, alumni, faculty, and employers who focus on internship and employment opportunities in STEM areas.
Andrew Shvartsman

Bachelor of Science, Finance and Global Business
Minor in Advanced Mathematical Methods

Internship placements:
• Moore Capital Management, Economic and Market Data Analyst

I love New York City, and it is the best place in the world to study finance. Between Wall Street and midtown there are an incredible amount of opportunities in the financial industry. NYU’s investment in study abroad also appealed to me, as I value foreign experience very highly. The diversity at NYU and in the city as a whole add a global feel to life in Washington Square as well.

I am very involved on-campus, including being Chess Team President, a member of the Portfolio Team of the Investment Analysis Group at Stern, a Wasserman Career Ambassador, an active member on the philanthropy committee of the Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity.

As the analyst for the internet sector on the Investment Analysis Group’s portfolio team, I help decide which investments enter the group’s stock portfolio, and am responsible for researching and valuing internet stocks using methods such as discounted cash flow models to find an undervalued equity. I also participate in weekly discussions to help younger students learn more about value investing.

My involvement on campus has helped me grow as a person, from improving my time management to learning how to deliver an effective presentation; I know that skills like these will help me throughout my career.

Joining Wasserman Career Ambassadors was an opportunity for me to give back. The Wasserman Center definitely helped get my career off to a good start, and I enjoy helping other students understand how to best take advantage of the opportunities that are available at Wasserman.

As the analyst for the internet sector on the Investment Analysis Group’s portfolio team, I help decide which investments enter the group’s stock portfolio.
The NYU academic community is comprised of more than 15 schools, 10 international academic centers and the NYU Abu Dhabi and NYU Shanghai portal campuses.

- Center for Urban Science and Progress
- College of Arts & Science
- College of Dentistry
- College of Global Public Health
- Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
- Gallatin School of Individualized Study
- Graduate School of Arts & Science
- The Institute of Fine Arts
- Institute for the Study of the Ancient World
- Leonard N. Stern School of Business
- Liberal Studies Program
- NYU Abu Dhabi
- NYU Shanghai
- Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service
- Rory Meyers College of Nursing
- School of Professional Studies
- Silver School of Social Work
- The Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development
- Tandon School of Engineering
- Tisch School of the Arts
NYU has fully-staffed academic centers in thirteen international cities. NYU's global presence is unparalleled. NYU leads all universities in students studying abroad. NYU sends more students abroad than any other American university.
Leslie Fan
Bachelor of Science, Finance and Marketing

Internship placements:
• JPMorgan Chase & Co., Summer Business Analyst
• The Harmony Group, LLC, Project Manager
• Express Permissions, Licensing & Permissions—Associate
• Career Partners Inc., Human Resources Consulting

I chose the Stern School of Business because NYU provides the perfect mix of finding solid work opportunities and pursuing a plethora of hobbies in the city. At NYU Stern, I am collaborating with future leaders while getting valuable real-work experience. It is intense and often challenging, but since NYU is in the heart of the city, I quickly learn how to balance internships, work, and hobbies into my schedule.

It is hard not to be impressed by the caliber of organizations that the Wasserman Center has strong connections with. Since NYU Stern is a great springboard to so many diverse work opportunities, I made every effort to get a bit of experience in every industry I found interesting. My experiences have run the gamut from finance (both retail and investment banking) to consulting to marketing to law, each one giving me a better idea of what industry and type of environment I want to work in once I graduate. Best of all, it is personally rewarding just getting exposure to so many different fields through work and so many interesting cultural experiences through the city.
Hiring NYU Students

The Wasserman Center’s website is your direct link to our programs and services, which are designed to assist you with your hiring needs. Some of the useful information you will find there includes:

NYU CareerNet Online Job Listings
The Wasserman Center offers free on-line job listings through NYU CareerNet. NYU CareerNet is supported by the NACElink Network. Employers are encouraged to list full-time jobs, internships and part-time jobs. To place your job listing online, click the Employers tab, then select List Your Job Here.

Branding Solutions
We will work with your organization to create a long-lasting brand on campus to position your company as an employer of choice and ensure recruiting success. This may include meeting with our student advisory boards,

Participants in the recruiter-in-residence program, facilitating mock interviews, engaging with our social media platforms, speaking on a panel, and more.

Career Fairs
Career fairs provide recruiters from all industries with a convenient opportunity to meet a large number of NYU students. Attending a career fair is an excellent way for your organization to gain visibility on campus and maximize your recruiting potential at NYU (fees apply). Career fair registration information can be found on our website.

Special Events
These events, which provide you with specialized recruiting-related opportunities, may include Industry Expos, Boot Camps, and Speaker Series, as well as additional opportunities.

To get involved, email careerdevelopment.employers@nyu.edu
Resume Books
To complement your recruiting strategies at NYU, we offer electronic resume books. To receive a free electronic resume book, please visit the Employers section of the website and select Request a Resume Book.

Professional Network
The Professional Network allows students to connect with you for brief career advice. You can activate your Professional Network profile by going to the Networking tab of your NYU CareerNet account and completing the required fields. Commitment is totally flexible, and interactions can range from a phone conversation, to e-mail exchanges, to in-person meetings.

Social Media
The Wasserman Center utilizes social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Tumblr, Pinterest, Instagram, YouTube, and Wordpress to engage students, and to support employers in building their brand on campus. Opportunities to promote job postings, host location-based specials, be a guest blogger, cohost a Twitter chat, or to tweet a day in your life are a few of the ways to connect with our students, and to build a lasting brand at NYU. For more information e-mail career.communications@nyu.edu.

iNet
In order to increase internship opportunities across the country, the Wasserman Center joined 10 other top-tier universities to form the Internship Consortium (iNet). iNet allows employers to post internship opportunities exclusively to students attending iNet schools: NYU, Duke, Georgetown, Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Northwestern, Rice, Stanford, University of Pennsylvania, University of Southern California, and Yale. To open an iNet account, go to https://inet-csm.symplicity.com/employers and click Register.
William Bekker

BA, Economics and Politics

**Internship Placements:**
- The White House
- UBS Investment Bank
- New York City Council
- NIRx Medical Technologies

I have always been keen on global issues and so I was immediately drawn to being a part of a university with a global focus. That, and the Economics and Politics faculty happen to be stellar here at NYU. Also, going to school in the village isn’t a bad deal either.

I have been fascinated by public policy since I started volunteering for a local congressional campaign in the election. Since then, I have continued pursuing my interest while working for NYC Council Member Gale Brewer and for the Vice President’s economic team at the White House. Most recently, I covered industrial companies while working at a global bank. It has been remarkable to see how people approach issues in politics, finance, and economics in such different settings.

The Wasserman Center has been a great resource for me to learn all the skills required to be successful applying for jobs; that has included everything from learning how to properly write a resume and cover letter to preparing for an interview. But more than that, Wasserman is full of great people that have truly taken an interest in me and want me to succeed. All in all, thanks to Wasserman, I feel totally prepared to finally enter the “real world.”

Will worked for the Vice President’s economic team at the White House, but is not currently in this role.
The Wasserman Center’s Employer Partners have demonstrated their firm commitment to NYU students by offering them many diverse career-related opportunities, including internships, part-time and full-time employment, and mentoring relationships. We recognize the important role they play in helping our students transform their career dreams into reality.

- Accenture
- Bank of America Merrill Lynch
- BlackRock
- Citi
- City Year
- Credit Suisse
- Deloitte
- Deloitte Consulting
- Ernst & Young
- Goldman Sachs
- Macy’s
- Morgan Stanley
- Peace Corps
- PricewaterhouseCoopers
- Prudential
- Teach for America
- Wells Fargo
Michael Rettig
MA, International Relations with a concentration in International Security

**Internship Placements:**
- U.S. Department of State, Bureau of African Affairs, Office of Economic Policy
- Council on Foreign Relations, Corporate Affairs
- National Defense University, African Center for Strategic Studies, Defense Research

NYU’s proximity to international organizations and businesses, prominent think tanks, and foreign dignitaries leads to opportunities that can not be found anywhere else. The city’s vibrant international culture and NYU’s wealth of international students also contribute to the experience.

At NYU, I serve as President of the International Relations Association, where I help develop and run a wide range of social and professional programming for Politics graduate students. I have also worked as a Corporate Presentation Assistant at the Wasserman Center, before shifting into my present role where I work to expand graduate career programming. Lastly, I am also the Foreign Affairs Campus Coordinator for the U.S. Department of State, a Constitutional Law teaching assistant, and an editor at the NYU Journal of Political Inquiry.

I grew up on the receiving end of countless stories from a mother that had traveled the world as a Pan-Am flight attendant. While studying Political Science at Pennsylvania State University, I started some travel of my own through Europe and studying abroad at the University of Ghana.

After completing my BA, I taught English in South Korea before working at a Pennsylvania lobbying firm. Following this, I spent time interning at two Washington DC organizations and studying French abroad before deciding to enter graduate school at NYU.
On-Campus Recruitment Program

New York University has one of the largest and most successful on-campus recruitment programs in the country. A growing list of employers from Fortune 500 companies, non-profit, education, communications and healthcare sectors recruit at NYU. Employers are invited to visit our campus and interview both undergraduate and graduate students from all majors (excluding MBAs and Law students) at the Wasserman Center. To schedule an On-Campus Recruitment (OCR) date and/or an Employer Presentation date, please call (212) 998-4737 or visit our website.

Interview Schedules
The OCR program is open to seniors and graduate students looking for full-time jobs after graduation, and juniors and graduate students looking for paid summer internship opportunities. Through this program, you can interview qualified candidates who meet your specific job criteria. Once you select candidates, our team will manage all aspects of your interview schedule to ensure a seamless recruiting experience.

We are happy to offer complimentary breakfast and lunch in the Employer Business Center for all participants in the On-Campus Recruitment Program. We also have guest passes to access to the Palladium Sports Club and Pool, which is conveniently located in the same building as our offices.

Employer Presentations
We assist employers with making the necessary arrangements to conduct on-campus presentations. There are many industry-oriented student organizations that offer employers co-sponsorship and cooperation in planning these events. It is necessary for employers to make arrangements early to ensure date and space availability (fees apply).
Mariam Ehrari

BA, Economics, Prehealth Program
AA, Liberal Studies

Internship placements:
• State Farm Insurance
• Lindamood Bell
• New York Life Insurance

The one thing that sets NYU apart from other universities is that it always has a vision in action. NYU and its students are forward-thinking; always on the go, always looking for the next best thing. This characteristic always looking for how to move onward and upward is a natural fit for me. The NYU environment truly facilitates a progressive community.

I don’t like to limit myself, academically or professionally. I always want to try a new subject or career field before I close the book on anything. I notice the direct correlation between being passionate about something and successful at it, and experience is a key factor in this. NYU and the Wasserman Center give me – and the larger student body – the resources that we need to attain our goals and have proper placement. Success is a matter of taking advantage of and making use of those resources.
Our Diversity Career Programs successfully highlight and support students from diverse populations with career planning, developing marketable skills, and securing employment opportunities with organizations that appreciate and value individual differences.

The Wasserman Center can help your organization:

- Achieve a sustained competitive business advantage
- Enhance your organization’s responsiveness to an increasingly diverse world of customers and clients
- Expand your organization’s creativity, perspective, and ideas
- Foster innovation, performance, and respect
- Promote inclusiveness in the workplace
- Connect with key stakeholders

**Specialized Recruitment**

Our team works with employers to customize company presentations and recruitment initiatives that target our diverse talent. We work strategically with student groups and departments to ensure that your on-campus interviews, information sessions and job opportunities are filled with qualified and diverse NYU students.

**Connections to the NYU Community**

Through our strong partnerships with diverse clubs, students and departments at NYU, we can successfully market your job opportunities using a variety of outreach methods that effectively target our diverse students and meet your recruitment needs. Our Diversity Student Advisory Board, comprised of student leaders, takes an
NYU Diversity Internship and Career Preparation (D.I.C.P.)

Co-sponsored by the Wasserman Center and the Center for Multicultural Education and Programs (CMEP), this program introduces NYU undergraduate sophomores and juniors to career options and marketable professional skills. D.I.C.P. includes a rigorous internship training program designed to prepare diverse students for productive and successful internship experiences in today’s demanding workplace. Employers may get involved in D.I.C.P. through various initiatives such as: hosting company site visits, participating in mock interviews, facilitating career development workshops, and/or engaging in other networking opportunities with students.

D.I.C.P. Resume Book

Employers can receive resumes of D.I.C.P. candidates (undergraduate sophomores and juniors) that have completed program requirements and are ready to apply their interests and skills to a summer internship. The latest D.I.C.P. resume books become available to employers each January.
Main Office
133 E. 13th Street, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10003
(212) 998-4730 | careerdevelopment.employers@nyu.edu

School of Professional Studies Office
7 E. 12th Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10003
(212) 998-7205 | sps.wasserman@nyu.edu

Brooklyn Office
311 Bridge Street (Wunsch Hall)
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(646) 997-5986 | careerdevelopment@nyu.edu